
Biography Project
Lesson Plan 8-10 weeks
The Biography Project:

1. Students choose a person or people to interview, from their family or community. Students
conduct interviews by following their book-creating dashboard’s template with question prompts,
they use the speech-to-text to record the spoken answers & stories (in any language) and they
can send an automated link to anyone to contribute text & photos directly into their digital book
too.

2. Student’s content can be presented in class to enrich lessons and motivate an interest in the
teacher’s explicit teaching.

3. Student’s finished digital books can be shared online for 1 year and printed to gift or sell to
families and communities.

Introduction video for teachers: 3 min explainer video.

Teacher Sign up Free, use Chrome or Firefox browser, go to the www.ebookform.com.au website to:
1. ‘Sign up’
2. Follow the prompts; name, email, create password.
3. Land on the teacher’s ‘Project Dashboard’:

a) Teacher’s Collaborative Book - teachers access a FREE Book-creating dashboard to create
a free Collaborative Class book AND

b) Student’s Collaborative Books - teachers create ‘Projects’, each project they buy the
required number of Workbook licences - one per student at $10 each. Create a project
explainer video.

4. Students can only access the eBookform site via a link from the teacher, either to
a) Add to the teacher’s Collaborative Class book, OR
b) A project link to create the student’s own Collaborative book.

5. Thereafter ‘Sign in’ on the http://www.ebookform.com.au website to return to your Project
dashboard & to access the teacher’s free demo book-creating dashboard.

Week 1: Introduction to Students: Explainer video (old branding)

Teacher sends the unique Project url link to the students. Assign through the Google Classroom
platform explainer video.

Each student clicks on that Project link & signs up to the eBookform site; with their email & they create
a password. As students sign up they redeem a Workbook licence.

https://youtu.be/r-HTqkmzQ4M
http://www.ebookform.com.au
https://youtu.be/-7ZpZ4wFwYA
https://youtu.be/-7ZpZ4wFwYA
http://www.ebookform.com.au
https://youtu.be/zm46pOGBzPo
https://youtu.be/0pZKgBjCEoM
https://youtu.be/0pZKgBjCEoM


The teacher demonstrates their demo Book-creating dashboard on the class smartboard or online
screen share. Students follow along on their own book-creating dashboard to see the template pages
of:
Left side navigation buttons:
Top left: A summary of the words, speech-to-text recording & pages used in the book.
Book cover: follow the prompts to name the book, author & upload photo.
Introduction: Write, paste or speak an introduction.
Person 1: Click on this tab to drop down the 4 automated chapters with question prompts. The 4
chapters are: General, Early Years, Adolescence & Adulthood. A 5th chapter is blank & students can
add blank chapters as they require or follow the template chapters.
Chapters: Each of the chapter prompt headings can be edited & they drop down topics with various
question prompts attached. Question prompts can be turned off at the top of the dashboard. Question
prompts DO NOT appear in the book, only the answers entered into the answer boxes appear in the
book.
Photos: Each template page has a photo page option at the bottom of the page. Students can upload
1, 2, 3 or 4 portrait or landscape photo pages.

Top navigation buttons:
My Book Tab: Arrange Chapters, view updated digital book, download PDF version of the book,
download the audio files recorded, request a book printing quote.
Collaborations Tab: Add/view contributors, arrange contributors, my collaborations are other books
you have been invited to contribute to.
Hints & Help Tab: Writing hints, memory exercises for older people they are interviewing, contact us
for any technical help.
How it works Button: explainer videos for speech-to-text and inviting contributors.
Help Button: Log technical problems.

WEEK 1 EXERCISE or HOMEWORK:

1. Students sign up using the link from the teacher to redeem their book-creating licence.
2. In your book-creating dashboard: Name your book & upload a photo to the front page.
3. Click on the ‘Collaborations’ tab / Add contributors / invite 5 people (at teacher’s discretion) to

contribute content to your book. Be specific in your message to them about what you want them
to contribute. Eg; their favorite recipe, ancestry information, childhood or career stories?

NOTE: Teachers monitor student’s book progress in their teacher’s dashboard, go to the relevant
‘Project’ thumbnail, click ‘Show students & teachers’ you can access every student’s book here. You
cannot edit their book content. Give feedback & comments through Google Classroom or whatever
communication platform you use.



Week 2: Interviewing
Explicit instructions - Interviewing skills: Discuss student’s interviewing experience.
Discuss open & closed questions & choosing the right time for conducting interviews.
Discuss where the microphone is on their device & how to position themselves & the interviewee when
using the speech-to-text function.
Each book-creating dashboard has 2 hours of speech-to-text recording time, how to use explainer
videos are in every book-creating dashboard. Speech-to-text explainer video.
If interviewees start rambling or repeating themselves, politely interject to get back on point or stop the
recording. The recording time countdown is at the top left of the book-creating dashboard.
It is OK if the interviewee goes off topic or starts talking about something else, you can cut & paste the
text later.
Students can use smartphones to access their book-creating dashboard to interview people & use the
speech-to-text functionality. It’s easier to import the transcriptions later when at a computer.
It’s best to wait a few minutes before importing the spoken text into the answer boxes, it needs to be
processed first. Go through a few questions & spoken answers before going back & importing the text.
The longer the recording the longer the processing time needed.

Speech-to-text practice: In class or at home (teacher’s discretion).
Students practice at home: click on ‘Introduction tab’ in their dashboard, click on record, choose an
accent/language, press record & speak for a minute on what your book is about.
Or in class, students pair or group up to take turns using the speech-to-text in an interview-style
situation. Each student clicks the record button in their own dashboard & speaks into the ‘Introduction’
answer box. Click ‘stop record’, click ‘end recording session & return to book’. Now there is a blue
‘import transcription’ button next to the red ‘record’ button. Click ‘import transcription’, this may take
some time, depending on the length of recording.

Discuss how accurate the speech-to-text transcription is and check that recording conditions were
optimised: mouth close to the microphone, speaking clearly, no ambient noise, right language or accent
selected, try using a different device, maybe a smartphone. Unwanted text can be deleted at any time.

Save audio files: students click on ‘My Book’ tab, audio files, click on the 3 button icon (next to the
speaker icon), download and save the recordings into a new folder on their computer. Make sure to
save each audio file with a name & date that will identify it accurately, there should be a lot of
recordings by the end of the project.

Discuss if students have any contributions to their books from those they invited. Students can send
the invite again or invite some new people.

EXERCISE or HOMEWORK: Students can personalize & differentiate by choosing who they interview,
what they ask and why, and how they collect the content.

1. Teachers assign a certain number of people to interview or topics/questions to be asked.
2. Students start interviewing people to collect content into their book.
3. If the transcription is not accurate, students can listen to the recordings and type directly into

their book-creating dashboard.

https://youtu.be/iR_vouoWGi8


Week 3: Students share content
Students share experiences, lessons learned & stories. In pairs or small groups.
How many people have you interviewed?
How many words, pages, recording time have you achieved? Top left in the book-creating dashboard.
Discuss a favorite, surprising, interesting story/interview. Students summarise the story, read their story
or play the audio file.
Explicit instruction: Discuss the difference between spoken stories & written stories and how to keep
a person’s voice in written text.
Students collaboratively discuss & edit their text.
Discuss student’s contributions from other people.
Discuss any technical difficulties and how they were overcome.
Discuss any new skills or techniques students discovered.

EXERCISE or HOMEWORK:
1. Assign more questions or topics for students to collect from others.
2. Give students individual feedback or editing on parts of their book that need attention.
3. Assign a writing skill, memory exercise or interview technique for them to practice.

Week 4: Students share content
How many people have you interviewed? Teachers log student’s progress.
How many words, pages, recording time have you achieved? Teachers log student’s progress.
In small groups Students discuss a favorite, surprising, interesting story/interview. Students summarise
the story, read their story or play the audio file.
Students take turns to give feedback & editing suggestions.
Explicit instruction: Teacher’s discretion depending on subject or curriculum requirements.
Discuss feedback on the student’s assigned skill, memory exercise or interview technique they
practiced, they show examples/results.

EXERCISE or HOMEWORK:
1. Assign more questions or topics for students to collect from others.
2. Give students individual feedback or editing on parts of their book that need attention.
3. Assign a writing skill, memory exercise or interview technique for them to practice.

Week 5: Students share content
How many people have you interviewed? Teachers log student’s progress.
How many words, pages, recording time have you achieved? Teachers log student’s progress.
In small groups Students share a favorite, surprising, interesting story/interview.
Explicit instruction: Teacher’s discretion depending on subject or curriculum requirements.
Students discuss some of the differences/similarities in life now compared to their parent’s/elder’s life at
the same age.
Students discuss resilience and examples of when one of their interviewees had an
obstacle/disappointment in their life and what they did.



Discuss feedback on the student’s assigned skill, memory exercise or interview technique they
practiced, they show examples/results.

EXERCISE or HOMEWORK:
1. Assign more questions or topics for students to collect from others.
2. Give students individual feedback or editing on parts of their book that need attention.
3. Assign a new writing skill, memory exercise or interview technique for them to practice.

Week 6: Students share content

How many people have you interviewed? Teachers log student’s progress.
How many words, pages, recording time have you achieved? Teachers log student’s progress.
In small groups Students share a favorite, surprising, interesting story/interview.
Explicit instruction: Teacher’s discretion depending on subject or curriculum requirements.
Students discuss different eras and places people have grown up and the effects on culture &
worldview.
Discuss confidence, are students getting more confident in talking with elders/other people?
Discuss feedback on the student’s assigned skill, memory exercise or interview technique they
practiced, they show examples/results.

EXERCISE or HOMEWORK:
1. Assign more questions or topics for students to collect from others.
2. Give students individual feedback or editing on parts of their book that need attention.
3. Assign a new writing skill, memory exercise or interview technique for them to practice.

Week 7: Students share content
How many people have you interviewed? Teachers log student’s progress.
How many words, pages, recording time have you achieved? Teachers log student’s progress.
How many people did you invite to contribute to your book? How many did?
How many photo pages in your book?
Explicit instruction: Teacher’s discretion depending on subject or curriculum requirements.
Students discuss how their ideas about particular people or places have changed or stayed the same,
how and why?
Discuss if students will include a chapter on their critical analysis of the stories they’ve collected. What
are their before and after reflections?

EXERCISE or HOMEWORK:
1. Assign more questions or topics for students to collect from others.
2. Give students individual feedback or editing on parts of their book that need attention.
3. Students ask someone in their family (maybe a person included in the book) to read your book

and give their feedback.



Week 8: Students share content
How many people have you interviewed? Teachers log student’s progress.
How many words, pages, recording time have you achieved? Teachers log student’s progress.
How many people did you invite to contribute to your book? How many did?
How many photo pages in your book?
Explicit instruction: Teacher’s discretion depending on subject or curriculum requirements.
Discuss the feedback from the person who read your book. Any feedback, edits?
Does anyone in your family want a printed copy of the book?
Does anyone want to continue adding to their book?
Does anyone want to include the book in their portfolio?

Week 9-10: Book presentation ceremony
EXERCISE or HOMEWORK:

1. Students prepare & deliver a 1-3 minute speech about the book-creating process & what they
learnt.

2. Students complete a ‘end of project survey’ to determine the quantitative & qualitative benefits
and improvements of this PBL.


